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Stronger together in a globalizing world –
Options for culture action in and by (EU-) Europe.
European Parliament, Committee on Culture and Education,
PUBLIC HEARING: New European Agenda for Culture.
Wednesday, 11 July 2018, European Parliament, Brussels
Elements for reflection. Contribution by Christine M MERKEL,
Head of the Division of Culture, Communication, Memory of the World,
German Commission for UNESCO (GCU) (speaking notes)

Intro
 The momentum of the 2018 COM Communication. Second strategic and

comprehensive approach to develop a framework for EU’s incentive measures and
platforms for encouraging cooperation between MSs –flowering of cultures, respect
and promote cultural diversity (Art. 167, TEU). Time-horizon long-term, 2030, 2050?

 Hearing is a welcome opportunity to contribute some of GCU’s experiences and
reflections from the work in the German, (EU-) European, international and UNESCO
contexts, in particular on public policies in favour of rich diversity in cultural
expressions and experiences in arts, culture, heritage as well as cci’s.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Cultural participation, Perceptions of the public value of culture
> Access to a rich diversity of artistic and cultural quality content, heritage

experiences, cultural expressions – a welcome focus in the new agenda.
 Cultural participation (EU-Data: 66%), useful and impressive– but sufficient?
 Self-organised cultural practice, inter alia living heritage forms?

[Können-Wissen-Weitergeben. Knowing, doing, passing it on]
 GER 20 mio. Members of co-operatives [UNESCO-Listed since 2016]!

LATV – 1 in 3 citizens is practitioner in a choir [UNESCO-Listed];
a diversity of intangible cultural expressions: theatre, carnivals, parades, crafts
– including new and emerging practices like break dancing, poetry slams.

 Emerging third hybrid cultural and media spaces, e.g. public local libraries,
GER 100 mio. Visitors annually - outnumbers visitors of soccer stadiums!

 Most widespread forms of cultural activity continue to be [around the world!]
watching TV and listening to radio, using private and Public Service Media as
well as internet-activities [EU data: video viewing/young children].
Hence, media diversity indispensable for cultural participation, thus EU-
regulations like the updated AV media services directive of key importance in
this multiplatform era [UNESCO Global Report 2018, Re/Shaping Cultural
Policies, p 63].

 Perceptions of the public value of culture for Europe (Eurobarometer
87/201; Special Eurobarometer cultural heritage 466/Dec. 2017)
SURPRISINGLY optimistic about the future of the European Union – in
contrast to the headlines – and very CLEAR regarding the most powerful
connectors among European Citizens: Top of the list is CULTURE, followed –
on equal footing – by HISTORY and VALUES.

YES, the digital context changes artistic creation and culture action substantially, as the big
digital transformation is very much also a culture and communication process (not just a
single market avenue).
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Looking into the transformative power of “culture-led innovation”, as suggested, [COM p. 4)
is very much welcome in this respect. Fair remuneration of artists and creators is KEY!

Hence, cultural activity and participation has become even much more important than back in
2007, given the creation of ‘echo chambers’ and ‘filter bubbles’ where people reinforce their
beliefs rather than dialogue across differences, due to algorithm-ranked search results and
social media news feeds [World Trends in Freedom of Expression and Media Development,
UNESCO Global Report 2017/2018].
YES, geographic vicinity and real-life-experience of arts, culture and heritage continue to
matter for well-being, both for kids and youth as for Europe’s “silver” citizens (60, 70, 80+).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
First set of recommendations for EP’s/ The Committee’s deliberation when drafting the
own-initiative report:

A. In addition to the focus on three specific eco-systems (COM proposal, p.4:
education and training; cities and regions; cultural and creative industries) consider to also
address explicitly the interdependent ecosystem of media diversity and the diversity of
cultural expressions.

B. Reconsider definitions and indicators of cultural participation and public policies in
a medium-term perspective, revisit the substantial notion of culture and cultural practice as
articulated through UNESCO since 1982 (artistic creation – life styles and activities – beliefs,
value systems-heritage, making full use of strategic EU/UNESCO partnership, harnessing
analysis of Global trends and prospects.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(2) 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage and follow-up action – yes, AND….

 A very useful and timely initiative which has mobilised many civil
society actors and professionals across Europe.

 EYCH focus on built cultural heritage, yet, many archives, libraries,
intangible and natural heritage actors, cultural landscape managers
etc. have equally positively responded to the invitation = state of the art
of a modern understanding of multi-faceted heritage forms!

 Through UNESCO-heritage programmes such as Memory of the World
and Intangible cultural heritage GCU has observed a growing and very
fruitful (EU-) European cooperation over the last ten years, often also
in combination with partners from other regions of the World – beyond
the best practice of linking up of Europe-based World heritage sites
(COM p. 8). A strategic partnership that works both ways!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Second set of recommendations for EP’s/ The Committee’s deliberation when drafting the
own-initiative report (building on GCU resolution of its General Assembly, June 8, 2018,
“Safeguarding heritage, shaping diversity, strengthening Europe”):

C. Develop a more ambitious story-telling for heritage sites and initiatives, making the
often invisible cultural co-production and co-creation understandable. GCU would welcome
explicit (political) recognition in the EP’s report of the multiple, hybrid and ever changing
identities and belongings, which increasingly combine elements of European and global
identities [Amartya Sen! UNESCO 2001 Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity].

D. GCU advocates for strengthening the multilateral co-operation both within Europe
and world-wide, based on UNESCO Conventions and –Programmes which help develop
democratic, inclusive and integrative societies. NB: Synergies of internal-external actions! In
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view of implementing the Agenda 2030! > European strategy for culture in international
relations
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Mobility matters – YES! A strategic prerequisite to promote cultural diversity, co-
production and co-creation – hence a very much welcome focus in the new agenda.
 Since 2007 on the EU agenda! New boost 2018 onwards needed and doable.
 Facilitating access to national markets and production possibilities for artists from

other countries is in one’s own best interest as it is also a means to enrich the
country’s cultural offer. NB: here again: Synergies of internal-external actions! >
European strategy for culture in international relations.

 Addressing practicalities is vital. Inter-ministerial co-operation required (Culture
Ministers with Social and Labour affairs, Ministries of Interior et al).

 Pilot-initiative for a European Mobility Fund in the area of arts and culture (2018-
2019) strongly welcomed. Additional plus: managed by professionals for
professionals (in compliance with EU budget rules); we commend the substantial
consultation and conception work done by the team of “On the Move”.

_______________________________________________________________________
Third set of recommendations for EP’s/ The Committee’s deliberation when drafting the
own-initiative report (building i.a. on UNESCO’s 2018 Global Report, Re/Shaping Cultural
Policies):
 E. suggest models for inter-ministerial policy dialogue to help advance mobility

matters. Re-affirm that mobility is not a stand-alone issue, but part of a joint political
commitment of all EU MS [as well as the EU as regional organization] to develop
preferential treatment measures to facilitate a “balanced flow of cultural goods and
services and to promote the mobility of artists and cultural professionals around the
world” (UNESCO 2005-Convention, Article 16, mandatory for EU-MS!). Fair culture!

 F. To be clarified: how to ensure solid funding of mobility schemes in the European
budget 2021-2027? Be it under the name of Erasmus+, Erasmus Culture or other.
Vital, as mobility is an investment over time, and not a one-shot action!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(4) A European Cultural space through hands-on peer-to-peer learning-
YES! And BEYOND! > European strategy for culture in international relations
 Strongly welcome the many positive sign-posts in the COM, suggesting peer-to-peer

learning and exchange opportunities amongst artists, cultural professionals including
also civil society and public administrators (especially on city/region level).

 As well as mentoring and coaching between seasoned professionals and the up-and-
coming generations, communities-of-practice, regional networking.

 GCU has made a very positive first-hand experience as a proud consortium partner
2015 through April 2018, “Working together to strengthen the public value of Culture
in Southern Mediterranean countries” (South Med CV/EU funded). Combination of
learning, practice and re-granting is a great building block to make the European
strategy for culture in international relations real and palpable.

 Last-not-least: devil is always in the details: (EU-program) Modalities matter – the
less burdensome, the better the enthusiasm of partners, the results and the impact.
Go for an adequate time-frame –minimum 3 and up to 5 years – to balance
investment and outcome.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fourth and last set of recommendations for EP’s/ The Committee’s deliberation when
drafting the own-initiative report:
 G. examine options to de-bureaucratise cumbersome EU-program procedures, if

needed, with external advise and expertise.
 H. boosting the learning and practice possibilities of this NEXT generation of change

makers in Europe is a precious window of opportunity which should be given full
thrust and visibility.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Summing up:

The proposals for New European Agenda for Culture is a timely and much needed
encouraging initiative:
 A central and fruitful pathway to re/shaping cultural policy ecosystems and advancing

creativity for the development of a culture-rich outward-looking Europe.
 Ideally in intelligent synergy with a like-minded organisation like UNESCO, to whose

Cultural Conventions all EU-MS as well as the EU (2005 Convention) have
subscribed.

 In midst of a globalized world going through deep transformations.
 Hopefully to the best possible combination of sustainable development in the digital

context. This is the democratic task and challenge of today.
Thank you very much for your attention!

I look very much forward to your comments and questions!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


